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Foreword
This issue of Theoretical Computer Science is composed of papers selected from
those that were given in the Computer Science sessions of the International Conference
on Modern Algebra and Its Applications. The principal organizers for the conference,
which took place on the campus of Vanderbilt University in May, 1996, were Constan-
tine Tsinakis and Ralph McKenzie. The conference presented a broad representation
of the many research areas in algebra, divided into sessions representing the various
areas. Each area also contributed one of the invited plenary addresses at the meeting.
The Computer Science sessions were organized by Klaus Keimel (Technische Uni-
versitat Darmstadt) and Michael Mislove (Tulane University). The invited plenary
speakers for this session were Stanley Burris (Waterloo) and Yves Lafont (Insti-
tut de Mathematiques de Luminy), and the principal speaker within the session was
Chantal Berline (Universite de Paris VI). The remaining talks were contributed by
other invited participants.
The major sources of funding for the meeting were the National Science Foundation
and Vanderbilt University. The organizers wish to express their thanks to these orga-
nizations for providing the support which made possible the meeting in general, and
the Computer Science sessions in particular. We also thank the referees of the papers
included in this issue who provided valuable help in the preparation of the issue. Fi-
nally, we would like to thank the participants in the session who made the conference
a very informative and worthwhile endeavor for us all.
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